Patterns of internal and external tetraethylammonium block in four homologous K+ channels.
Tetraethylammonium (TEA) is a small ion that is thought to block open K+ channels by binding either to an internal or to an external site. For this reason, it has been used to probe the ion conduction pathway or pore of K+ channel mutants and a K+ channel chimera. The results suggested that the region between transmembrane segments 5 and 6 (S5-S6 linker) was involved in the formation of both the internal and the external TEA binding sites and the K+ conduction pathway. Therefore, we compared internal and external TEA block of the currents expressed in Xenopus oocytes injected with RNAs from four related K+ channel clones, DRK1, RCK1, RCK2, and r-NGK2, which have only subtle structural differences in the S5-S6 linker. r-NGK2 was the most sensitive to external TEA and the least sensitive to internal TEA application. For DRK1 the profile was reversed. RCK1 was blocked equally well from either side, whereas RCK2 was more strongly blocked by internal TEA. The internal block was voltage dependent, whereas the external block was virtually voltage independent. As predicted from block of whole-oocyte currents, internal TEA produced a slow block of DRK1 and RCK2 single-channel currents but had almost no effect on r-NGK2 single-channel currents. Tetrapentylammonium produced a stronger block than TEA at the internal site, and the block was relieved by inward K+ currents, therefore suggesting that the internal TEA binding site is located within the K+ conduction pathway. These results, together with the TEA block of single-channel currents, establish what has until now been inferred by extrapolation from other studies, i.e., that TEA is an open-channel blocker in K+ channel clones. DRK1 mutants with extensive amino- and carboxyl-terminal deletions showed the same blocking profile as the parent DRK1. We conclude that TEA blocks these K+ channels at two sites, which define the inner and outer mouths of the channel pores. Comparison of the primary amino acid sequences in the S5-S6 linker suggests which residues may be responsible for the different patterns of TEA block.